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A free type de nition may be remolded into a simple functional program which enumerates all the terms of the associated grammar. This is the starting point for a reliable method of compiling decompilers. The technique produces ecient functional code and handles quite general synthetic and inherited attribute grammar descriptions (which correspond loosely to algebraically constrained and parametrized types in the functional programming terminology). Its eciency derives from a close relationship between functionality and notation, and may also suggest a natural way to extend the popular list comprehension syntax. The theory developed here guarantees the correctness of a decompiler for an occam-like language, and, via a known correspondence between attribute grammars and logic programs, of a corresponding Prolog decompiler. Whilst enumerating grammars completely may be Halting Problem hard in general, it is shown here, with the aid of methods of abstract interpretation, that most grammars can be enumerated by the technique presented.
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1 Introduction This paper demonstrates a possible technique for the reverse engineering of object code to a high-level representation of the program. This could be useful if, for example, the original source code has been lost, or for the veri cation of object code. This is an extension of other ideas of reverse engineering conceived on the ESPRIT II REDO project [15], a European collaborative project of industrial and academic partners concerned with software maintenance [5, 25]. In particular, work on converting highlevel code to Z speci cations has been undertaken by the project [17], and preceding those conversions with the transformations considered here could allow the speci cation of a low-level object program to be generated, with some guidance from a software engineer. Two declarative programming technologies present themselves automatically as a link between the theory of reverse engineering and its practice; logic programming, and functional programming.
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The rst of these allows relations between highlevel program constructs and low-level code to be speci ed directly in the style of Hoare [13]. Such speci cations can be veri ed using a technique in which each high-level construct is transformed into an interpreter for low-level machine instructions, using algebraic re nement laws. This technique has been applied to a subset of occam and the transputer, thus demonstrating that it is applicable to actual commercially available languages and processors [2, 12]. The functional programming approach allows the compiler relation to be coded as a function that takes an object code program and returns a list of possible high-level programs that could have been compiled into this code. The list produced is in general in nite, so it is practically important to reduce the list to include only programs that may be of interest to the reverse engineer, or at least to ensure that the interesting programs appear early on, but it is theoretically important too that the technique should throw up precisely all the valid decompilations. This paper explores this approach in depth, compares it to the logic programming approach, and examines the theoretical issues involved. In detail, this paper shows how attribute grammar descriptions (of programming language compilers) may be re-expressed as functional programming code which lists out all the intended elements of the grammar, and then shows how the trick may be used to build decompilers from compilers. Constraints on the grammar are readily incorporated into the code, which is compared here with the corresponding constraint logic programming code with the same functionality.



not so much one of reversing functionality, but of constructing meaningful lists, as the following discussion makes plain. The naive approach to decompilation is to enumerate all possible source codes: =



naive decompile y [ x source codes



j



compile x



=y



]



(the list of x from source codes such that compile x = y). Manifestly, the naive speci cation is \correct", and it is useful in the debugging of more opaque algorithms; but this equation refers to the list source codes, the listing of all valid programs in the source language, and so that must be generated rst. All that is available to work from is the corresponding description of the abstract syntax, given as the free data type in Figure 1. The syntax for this free data type de nition uses the BNFlike style familiar from, for example, Miranda1 [23], where the constructor names are capitalized, whilst the alternative constructions are separated by the `j' symbol. source code ::= SKIP IF var source code source code WHILE var source code CHOICE source code source code ABORT SEQ source code source code DECL var source code LET var var SUBR prog source code CALL prog



Figure 1: The description of user-de ned free data type.



1.1 The functional approach



When programming in a functional style, it is sometimes necessary to build the `complete list of elements' of a given type into a functional program. The list [0 ::] of all the natural numbers is a simple example, and ad hoc stratagems may be used with success in such easy cases, but treating a dicult functional programming exercise like the decompilation of object programs quickly shows up the limitations of unstructured approaches. Although one may guess that there is no aspect of a functional programming compiler which could not be written down backwards as a list-valued function, and that the individual reversed functions might be combined using the operators of the monad of lists [27], the details of such a transformation scheme present diculties. Thankfully, the real problem is



(1)
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source code



as a



Most of the constructs in this abstract syntax, and SKIP, IF, WHILE, LET, CALL must be counted amongst this set, will be associated with the evident semantics, familiar to any user of procedural, imperative languages. Of the others, DECL introduces a local variable de nition at the head of a body of code (the scope of the declaration) and SUBR gives a name to a body of code as a subroutine, callable from elsewhere in the program. CHOICE and ABORT introduce non-deterministic semantics. ABORT may be compiled to any object code what-so-ever, on the grounds that anyone who places this construct in a program plainly does not care what happens next { this semantics is exactly equivalent to an EXIT in a 1 Miranda is a trademark of Research Software Ltd.
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source code ::= SKIP IF v s1 s2 v var ; s1,s2 source code WHILE v s v var; s source code CHOICE s1 s2 s1,s2 source code ABORT SEQ s1 s2 s1,s2 source code DECL v s v var; s source code LET v1 v2 v1,v2 var SUBR p s p prog; s source code CALL p p prog



j j j j j j j j j j



grammar that is meant, and not the data type domain. The change of notation is slight, but turns out to be very useful, because it supports a simple extension which enables both synthetic and inherited attribute grammars to be expressed. Accordingly, the grammar corresponding to (1) is to be written as in Figure 2. The grammar is the set-theoretic closure of the empty set of source codes under the given constructors. Looking at the grammar leads on naturally to consideration of the logical approach.



(2)



1.2 The logical approach



Figure 2: Notation for the grammar representing the source code data type.



Note that one may turn the grammar description `on its side', so that the vertical bars now run horizontally, and obtain logical deduction-style rules:



multi-user environment, because the program gives up control to the environment. CHOICE oers the compiler or the run-time engine the choice of two possible control continuations, either one of which may be selected, or pre-selected. It is clearly impossible to produce an enumeration of the elements of this type without some strategy for going about it properly, and, in this paper, it will be shown that the de nition (1) may be adapted by only slight modi cations to become functional code which lists all the intended valid phrases of the grammar. On the face of it, that is a solution to the problem of how to enumerate a free data type. There is, however, an ambiguity: the dierence between: [i] the elements of the user-de ned domain (type) which represents the grammar here { these include `in nite elements' like DECL v1 (DECL v2 . . .), and `incompletely de ned elements' like DECL ? { and [ii] the ` nite', `fully de ned' elements of the data type which make up the intended grammar { like DECL v1 SKIP. The second set is a subset of the rst and a decision has to be made as to which is to be enumerated when an enumeration is called for. The grammar [ii] is the choice here, because this decision matches the intended application for the method. But an equally valid treatment exists for the rst choice (the Appendix contains a statement of the compilation method), and in fact one may describe the domain denoted by the type as the completion under the re nement ordering of the grammar obtained by adding ? to the set of constructors. So the two choices are not very far apart from each other. This argument is quite convincing in support of the grammar enumeration being the more fundamental. We use a slightly dierent notation than that used in Figure 1, in order to make plain when it is the



SKIP source code v var; s1;s2 source code IF v s1 s2 source code



... which, through the canonical logical semantics for Prolog [18], corresponds exactly to the Prolog script shown in Figure 3. The correspondence between Prolog and attribute grammars is well-known [9], and is the basis for the second approach to decompilation explored in this paper: write down the compilation scheme as a Prolog program by some means, and then try to run it backwards, making use of the theoretical reversibility of Prolog programs. A logic program is essentially un directional in its pure form. Thus a compiler written in such a language should theoretically be usable as a decompiler as well. However, problems of non-termination, strictness, irreversible clauses such as built-in arithmetic, and the use of negation by failure normally limit the modes of use in practice, since logic programs tend to be designed under assumptions about which parameters will be instantiated beforehand. But it is nevertheless possible to use two logic programs for compilationand decompilation which have minimal dierences between them. One has to take care to use reversible constructs throughout, and one must be prepared to further transform the naturally dual decompiler code in order to obtain better performance (e.g., termination), but that is all that is required. This approach is explored in some depth in [3] using Prolog [6]. More modern logic programming languages, such as those using the constraint logic programming (CLP) paradigm [7], may mean that dierences between compiler and decompiler programs can be even less in future. The Prolog code shown in the gure is one example of the kind of code that one may generate. 3



source code(skip). source code(if(V,S1,S2)) :variable(V), source code(S1), source code(S2). source code(while(V,S)) :variable(V), source code(S). source code(choice(S1,S2)) :source code(S1), source code(S2). source code(abort). source code(seq(S1,S2)) :source code(S1), source code(S2). source code(decl(V,S)) :variable(V), source code(S). source code(let(V1,V2)) :variable(V1), variable(V2). source code(subr(P,S)) :prog(P), source code(S). source code(call(P)) :prog(P).



tractable problem. Some xes for particular situations are set out in Section 2.2, but it will be proved in Section 2.3 that there is no general computational method which will do the job for recursive synthetic attribute grammars. Enumerating all the elements reliably is as hard to do as solving the Halting Problem. So Section 2.3 tackles the problem of `too few elements' from the other end. Full inherited attribute grammars are considered and the method of enumeration is extended to cover them. This makes for a powerful technique, but the limiting theorem mentioned above holds. The existence of this theorem implies that one needs a repertoire of methods which might prove that an enumeration method succeeds, because there is no algorithm which determines ahead of time if it does or not. Accordingly, an abstract interpretation [8, 1] technique is introduced, and this succeeds in proving that we get a complete enumeration in the particular case of the source code grammar here (and the technique is more generally useful). It relies on proving that an enumeration can never stop, and makes use of a counting calculation in a particular extended number system. Section 2.4 extends the method of enumeration to cover synthetic attribute grammars as well as inherited attribute grammars. Using the full set of techniques, Section 3 constructs several dierent decompilers for the small occam-like language introduced here. Appendices formalize the method and provide a general positive criterion for the method to succeed in providing a complete enumeration. Essentially, if the recursion equation for the grammar has a constant part and a recursive part, and the recursive part corresponds to a strictly increasing transformation of sets, then the method can be guaranteed to succeed.



(3)



Figure 3: Prolog code that checks for the source code datatype. It is useful as a predicate { that is, a compiler of the yes `object code', but useless as an enumerator of valid source codes, because the depth- rst recursion semantics of Prolog ensures that the output to the query `source code(S)' consists of nothing but skips and ifs of skips. However, a metainterpreter which performs breadth- rst recursion instead is easy to write [22], and results in the code giving rise to a correct and complete enumerator. So the dierence between compiler and decompiler here lies entirely within the detail of the Prolog interpreters evaluation-order semantics.



1.3 Overview



2 Functional enumerations



The layout of the paper is as follows: in Section 2.1 a potential solution to the problem of constructing an enumeration of grammars is set out. This appears to be successful for simple grammars in which neither recursion nor attributes occur essentially (that is, simple functional programming BNF-style userde ned type de nitions), but in Section 2.2 some problems with recursive descriptions are exposed. The enumeration method proposed may give either [i] too many or [ii] too few elements in some cases. [i] can be handled by insisting on `good' (non-left recursive) grammar descriptions and `good' properties of the merging algorithm used in the enumeration method. But [ii] turns out to be an in-



In this section, we show how to produce functional programs from attribute grammar descriptions.



2.1 Free types and simple grammars



The technique put forward here reinterprets the speci cation of the source code grammar, generating a piece of functional programming code which de nes an enumeration list for the grammar. The rst guess at the appropriate code is shown in Figure 4, making use of the list comprehension [26] syntax to be found in Miranda, for example, 4



and other functional programming languages. The `jj' separator in the list means that the elements are to be generated in interleaved and not nested order (see below), and `$merge' is an in x binary operator which `merges' the elements of two lists together in a fair way (the standard concat function is rather more `unfair').
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Nested ordering: [(x; y)jx; y
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1; 1 ! 1; 2 ! 1; 3
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2; 1 ! 2; 2 ! 2; 3
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3; 1 ! 3; 2 ! 3; 3 Figure 5: Interleaved ordering versus nested ordering of the pairs from [1,2,3].
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(4)



source codes = [ SKIP ] [ IF v s1 s2 v vars; s1; s2 [ WHILE v s; v vars; s [ CHOICE s1 s2 s1; s2 [ ABORT ]



Interleaved ordering: [(x; y) jj x; y



The interleaved list comprehension syntax used in Figure 4 makes the de nition easy to read and understand. But while it is indeed a built-in in some languages, for completeness { the de nition will be required in the proofs of the theorems which follow { an interleaving function will be de ned exactly in the following section, which may be skipped without loss if the details are not of interest.



progs ]



Figure 4: Using `interleaving' list comprehensions 2.1.1 Interleaving semantics to get an enumeration algorithm for the grammar source code. The interleaved listing of the pairs (x; y) from lists list1 and list2 respectively may be represented Interleaved lists deserve a little explanation. Fig- by: ure 5 illustrates the dierence between interleaved [(x; y) jj x list1; y list2] = and nested orderings of the pairs of elements from diag2(list1; list2) two lists. The ordering shown is not exactly the order generated by the interleaving algorithm sug- where diag2 is responsible for all the interleaving, gested a little later, but it does show the essential and may be de ned symmetrically across its two ardierence between nested and interleaved orderings. guments as follows: The interleaving algorithm preferred later on just diag2(a : A; b : B) = (5) 1 0 happens to be easier to de ne as a function, whilst 1 2 the ordering here happens to be easier to draw. CC BB The point is that the natural extension of the B CC symmerge B nite nested ordering given here from [1; 2; 3]  4 @ 3 A [1; 2; 3] to nat  nat proceeds (1; 1), (1; 2), (1; 3), . . .and never gets to (2; 1), for example. So the   corresponding non-interleaved list comprehension symmerge x1 x2 = x1 : (x2 $merge [(x; y)jx; y nat] gives one an in nite list which x3 x4 x3) $merge x4 never gets to the element (2,1). That is not true of the interleaved list comprehension [(x; y) jj x; y = aB 1 = (a; b) 2 nat], which does reach (2,1), and every other pair too. For a complete enumeration of the product of = diag2(A; B) 3 = Ab 4 in nite lists via a list comprehension, one has to use the interleaved comprehension. 5



(



2.2.1 Too many elements



) = diag2(X; [ ]) = [ ]



diag2 [ ]; Y



It may appear at rst sight that it is possible for the list source codes, as speci ed in (4), to contain the `in nite' element



(the `' function is here overloaded as a convenient shorthand, but `A  b' just stands for `map ( ; b) A', and `a  B' stands for `map (a; ) B'). It does not really matter whether $merge is left or right associative. All that is important here is that the merge of two lists should begin with the head of the rst list:



DECL v1



(DECL



v2



(DECL



v3



. . . ))



(for some enumeration v1; v2; v3; . . . of var) which ought to appear in an enumeration of the simdata type representing the grammar, but not in hd((a : A) $merge B) = a (6) ple the enumeration of the grammar itself. In fact it and we can extend this requirement into the de ni- does not, and this hinges on the behaviour of the particular merge function chosen. If one writes a tion of $merge: new merge function which simply merges lists in swapped order: (a : A) $merge B = a : (B $merge A) (7) [ ] $merge B = B a $merge0 b = b $merge a (8) These de nitions are fair. For the sake of completeness, a description of the necessary quality of so that the rst element of the result list comes from fairness is given in Appendix A.3. The following fact b, then the two attempted enumerations (9a,b) beabout the merge function de ned above will be use- low of the grammar corresponding to the (rather ful later, and the proof is routine (hence omitted!): arti cial) data type `a ::= Abort j Skip; a' may be compared. The grammar is



Lemma 1



(a ++ b) $merge (c ++ d) = (a$merge c) ++(b$merge d); if #a = #c
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Abort Skip x
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j j



x



a



In the Appendix, a brief technical statement of with rst clause `Abort', and the transformation from the grammar presentations a = [ Abort ] $merge to enumeration code appears. [ Skip; x jj x a]



(9a)



= [ Abort; Skip; Abort; Skip;(Skip; Abort); Skip;(Skip;(Skip; Abort)); . . . ]



2.2 Recursion



Moving to recursive grammar (or free type) de ni- or tions makes enumerations potentially in nite. It is ] $merge0 then implicitly much more likely that, in the absence a = [[ Abort Skip; x jj x a] of reassurances to the contrary, something will go = [ Skip; x jj x a ] $merge wrong with the intended enumeration. This is at [ Abort ] least a matter of programming experience, if not of = [ Skip;(Skip;(Skip;(. . .))); Abort; strict logic! There are always a priori two ways in Skip; Abort; Skip;(Skip; Abort); which a recursion equation may fail to specify the Skip;(Skip;(Skip; Abort)); . . . ] intended enumeration:



 the list may contain more elements than were are attempted enumerations.



(9b)



intended (the list is too big), or The rst element in (9b) is the `in nite' element Skip; (Skip; (Skip; ( . . . ))). This element does  the list may terminate or hang on output before not appear in (9a) because: all the intended elements have been enumerated (the list is too small). [i] the rst nonempty clause of the grammar which gives rise to the enumerations does not refer to and both these situations actually can occur in the itself (it is not `left recursive'). recursive case, either separately or together. In the next two sections these possibilities are illustrated, [ii] The merge function moves all elements except and ways of detecting, avoiding and curing the sitthe rst element of its rst argument further uations which cause them are set out. down the result list. 6



If either condition were not ful lled, the enumeration might contain an extra `in nite' element. This is illustrated by (9b). The rst two lines violate condition [ii], and the third line separately violates condition [i]. The suciency of the conditions [i] and [ii] for ensuring the avoidance of extra `in nite' elements is dealt with later (in the Appendix), but from this point on, non-left-recursive grammars alone will be considered, and the $merge function given in (7) will be the unique merge function used.



[ WHILE v s



j (v; s)
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diag2 infinite; [ ]



]



then the result is insensitive to the order of the parameter lists. This is one potential x, but it is only a partial panacea for enumerations which hang part way through. It copes with the case when the domain of the second generator is not dependent on the rst, but a list comprehension can hang when the second generator forces the evaluation of the rst:



2.2.2 Too few elements



[ WHILE v s s
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infinite
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only finitely often nonempty v ]



(11)



It may also happen that one gets too few elements from an attempted enumeration. If one looks at a because (11) must be interpreted as single clause of the de nition of source codes (4) [ WHILE v s jj (v; s) diag2f(infinite; in isolation: only finitely often nonempty) ] [ WHILE v s jj v vars; s source codes ] where diag2f is some version of diag2 which uses and consider what happens if source codes hap- the elements of the rst parameter to fully evaluate pens to be empty, one nds that most functional its second parameter. For example: interpreters return ? and not [ ] for the expresdiag2f([ ]; c) = [ ] (12) sion. diag2f ( a : b ; c ) = [ ( a ; y ) j y c a ] $ merge This result seems to come as quite a shock to even diag2f(b; c) experienced functional programmers! It is quite counter-intuitive but easily explained. List compre- In this case, the situation reduces to the in nite hensions hang on any expression of the kind merge of empty lists, but via a computation. Therefore the translating function diag2f cannot assume [ WHILE v s jj v infinite; s [ ] ] (10) anything about the reduced forms of the second gen= [ ] $merge [ ] $merge [ ] $merge . . . erator, and inevitably hangs if the second argument =? is non-empty only nitely often (and the rst argument is in nite) because it has to wait `just in case' but not on there are any more elements coming. It is not clear if a functional programming com[ WHILE v s jj s [ ]; v infinite ] piler should take advantage of any insight into the which returns [ ]. The reason is that the in nite form of the list comprehension in order to swap bemerge of empty lists is the solution of the recursion tween diag2 and diag2f style interpretation, beequation `list = [ ] $merge list' and thus the cause this would result in an opaque change in least xed point of the sequence `?', `[ ]$merge?', program semantics. Happily, the dierence in be`[ ]$merge[ ]$merge?', . . .. The [ ]$merge func- haviour is con ned to in nite lists, which limits the tion is strict on its argument and so all these terms damage. But one should bear it in mind that if reduce to `?', and therefore the limit is just `?' too. an enumeration does hang on output, the problem In contrast, the empty merge of lists is just empty, may often be cured by substituting diag2-style functionality for diag2f functionality in interleaving, if whether they be in nite or nite lists. The net eect of this behaviour is to make the permissible. order of the generators in a list comprehension important. At bottom, the behaviour is due to the 2.3 Inherited attributes and conimplementation of `jj', which is usually in terms of straint programming `$merge' as shown above, and the dependence on the generator order can be avoided by translating `jj' In this section, the treatment of `simple grammars' with the diag2 function given here. `Diag2' checks and free types is extended to cover inherited atfor [ ] as its second argument, and behaves sym- tribute grammars and constrained types, with the aim of constructing an ecient functional program metrically. Thus, if one writes instead of (10): 7



valid :: [var]



! [prog] ! source code ! bool



But one would really like the individual clauses of the de nition to attach themselves to the relevant patterns in the de nition of source code, rather than being coded into an auxiliary validation function. That is not possible when `source code ::= . . .' is a simple grammar, corresponding to a userde ned free data type de nition, but it is possible for an attribute grammar. Using an inherited attribute grammar allows one to attach the parameters ps and vs to the clauses, and make the validation conditions into in-line restrictions on the values of these parameters. The grammar description (the grammar with inherited attributes is called sc to distinguish it from the simple grammar source code without attributes) is shown in Figure 7.



(13)



valid vs ps (DECL v s) = True; v = vs & valid (v : vs) ps s valid vs ps (SUBR p s) = True; p = ps & valid vs (p : ps) s valid vs ps (LET v1 v2) = True; v1 vs & v2 vs valid vs ps (CALL p) = True; p ps valid vs ps (CHOICE s1 s2) = True; valid vs ps s1 & valid vs ps s2 valid vs ps (SEQ s1 s2) = True; valid vs ps s1 & valid vs ps s2 valid vs ps (WHILE v s) = True; v vs & valid vs ps s valid vs ps (IF v s1 s2) = True; v vs & valid vs ps s1 & valid vs ps s2 valid vs ps SKIP = True valid vs ps ABORT = True valid vs ps s = False; otherwise
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sc vs ps



Figure 6: Validation code which implements semantic restrictions on the simple source code grammar. which simultaneously enumerates all the elements of the grammar and also embodies within its own code all the constraints which might eventually be applied to lter the grammar of impurities. Just as one may generate a list and later lter its elements, or generate only those elements which satisfy the lter predicate, so one may generate either an enumeration of a free grammar and later lter the enumeration, or one may generate only those terms of the grammar which pass the lter test. The grammar source code of Figure 1 may be tted with a semantic (i.e., dynamic) validity check on the constructs of the language. The idea is to allow a left-to-right rewrite rule like s
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sc (v : vs) ps v1; v2 vs
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sc vs (p : ps) p ps



Figure 7: The inherited attribute grammar sc implementing the semantic restrictions on the source code grammar `inline'.



The notation used to express grammars allows translation into the functional programming code for an enumeration of their elements without any real additions to the technique (A.1) described already. One just allows the enumeration lists to take parameters { the inherited attributes of the attribute grammars { and allows the domains of generator expressions, which are themselves enumerations of grammars, to be parametrized too. The most succinct way of describing this extension is simply to allow grammar names (as de ned in the formal speci cation in the Appendix) to take parameters:



)



ABORT; not valid s



to operate, where valid is a Boolean-valued operator which makes the appropriate checks. For example, valid checks that variables referred to in the code have been declared before their rst use, and that they are never re-declared. In the real implementation of the language, valid has to use two lists which it augments and refers to. These lists contain the `environment' during compilation. One, call it `ps', tracks the program names and the other, call it `vs', tracks the variable names. Then the validation routine may be de ned as in Figure 6.



j j



NAME ::= name name name param name param



BASENAME NAME; EXPR



with certain restrictions on the parameters when the name appears on the LHS of a de nition in order to form matchable patterns. Then the description of simple grammars in Figure 22a and the de nition of 8



:: [ var ] ! [ prog ] ! [ source code ] sc vs ps = (15) [SKIP ] $merge [ABORT ] $merge [LET v1 v2 jj v1; v2 vs ] $merge [CALL p jj p ps ] $merge [IF v s1 s2 jj v vs; s1; s2 sc vs ps] $merge [WHILE v s jj v vs; s sc vs ps ] $merge [CHOICE s1 s2 jj s1; s2 sc vs ps ] $merge [SEQ s1 s2 jj s1; s2 sc vs ps ] $merge [DECL v s jj v varsnvs; s sc(v : vs)ps] $merge [SUBR p s jj p progsnps; s sc vs(p : ps)]



sc(Vs,Ps,skip). sc(Vs,Ps,if(V,S1,S2)) :V in Vs , sc(Vs,Ps,S1), sc(Vs,Ps,S2). sc(Vs,Ps,while(V,S)) :V in Vs , sc(Vs,Ps,S). sc(Vs,Ps,choice(S1,S2)) :sc(Vs,Ps,S1), sc(Vs,Ps,S2). sc(Vs,Ps,abort). sc(Vs,Ps,seq(S1,S2)) :sc(Vs,Ps,S1), sc(Vs,Ps,S2). sc(Vs,Ps,decl(V,S)) :V in vars-Vs , sc([V|Vs],Ps,S). sc(Vs,Ps,let(V1,V2)) :V1 in Vs , V2 in Vs . sc(Vs,Ps,subr(P,S)) :P in progs-Ps , sc(Vs,[P|Ps],S). sc(Vs,Ps,call(P)) :P in Ps .
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Figure 8: The enumeration code derived from the inherited attribute grammar sc.
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the translation algorithm in Figure 22b of the Appendix extend to cover inherited attribute grammars without further ado. The enumeration which results in the case of the inherited attribute grammar sc is the code shown in Figure 8. A matching Prolog implementation is given in Figure 9 for comparison. Constraints are coded as clauses of the form {. . . } for ease of identi cation. In a Constraint Logic Programming language [7] these could be implemented as a constraint solver provided by the language implementation, but Prolog essentially only provides constraints on `trees with equality'. Other constraints must be coded explicitly. See Figure 19 later in the paper for encodings of constraints used in this paper. Another issue is that Prolog provides trees (\functors ") as it's main datatype, and lists may be conveniently encoded as trees, but sets need further encoding [21]. An appropriate way to think of the derivation of the inherited attribute grammar displayed here is to imagine the predicate valid vs ps as itself de ning a grammar: every appearance of valid vs ps s on the left of the predicates de nition must be taken as an assertion that s is a member of the grammar (sc vs ps ::= sj . . .). and every appearance of valid vs ps s on the right of the predicates de nition must be taken to an assertion that `s sc vs ps' is a generator for the right hand side of the grammar description. This technique of representing validation conditions on simple grammars by means of in-line constraints on the attributes of the inherited attribute grammar is very powerful. Not only does it do away with the need for costly validation checking, but
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Figure 9: Prolog code that implements the inherited attribute grammar.



sc



from it one derives an ecient enumeration of the `valid' elements of the grammar. Or at least, this is so if all goes well! The complete list of `valid source codes' in the present example should be obtained by providing the empty environment to the sc enumeration as start-up parameters, because this corresponds to the statement that no external variable or subroutine names are inherited at startup: = sc [ ] [ ] but now, having gone to the trouble of de ning an inherited attribute grammar which captures the intended valid constructs of the grammar precisely, one runs up against the problems cited in Section 2.2. The enumeration list (15) derived from the grammar may (in principle) hang before the enumeration is complete. One candidate for the cause of this kind of trouble is the `interleaved pairing of an in nite list with an empty list' cited in [ii] of Section 2.2. It is a priori possible that the WHILE clause's second generator, `s sc vs ps,' picks from an empty set, whilst the rst, v vs,' picks from an in nite set. Because the domain sc vs ps is being de ned recursively, one cannot be sure that it is anything other than unde ned or empty. Ignoring the possibility that it is implicitly unde ned for the moment (it will not be), the enumeration still hangs (i.e., is valid source codes



9



Proposition 2 There is no computable algorithm



of the form a1 : . . . : an : ?) when vs is empty, or when sc vs ps is empty (or when either is nite, because eventually, after some recursion, this comes down to the situation when one is empty). The same is true of the IF clause. To settle the question one can (a) try to ensure that if this problem arises then its consequences can be avoided by better coding. This means that the translation of interleaved list pairs should use diag2 style functionality (5) instead of diag2f { this will ensure that the clause evaluates to [ ] rather than ?. Or else one may (b) prove that the domain of the second generator is in nite and so the problem never arises in the rst place. Here we are lucky, and can prove this (Section 2.3.2 below). In fact, both the luck and the proof were necessary, because it is possible that the DECL and SUBR clauses of the inherited attribute grammar, which must be translated into an enumeration using diag2f style functionality { because the domain of one of their generators is a function of the other { will cause the enumeration to hang through the `interleaved pairing of an in nite list with an empty list' mechanism. There is no general way of getting around this problem, by method (a) or any other. This is where the luck is required. One must follow (b) and be successful in proving that the problem never occurs. One must show that, in the DECL and SUBR clauses, the (second) dependent domain, `sc vs ps', is nonempty in nitely often as one varies its parameter (either vs or ps). It is simplest to prove that sc vs ps
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which will take an arbitrary inherited attribute grammar description and always produce a piece of computer code which enumerates all the valid phrases of the grammar, and then terminates (if the grammar is nite). Proof: Consider the Turing machine grammar T with inherited attributes (l; m; r): T(l; Stop; r) ::= WillStop0 T(next : l0 ; MoveLeft; r) ::= WillStopn+1 WillStopn T(l0; next; MoveLeft : r)



j



(17)



...



in which the attribute (l; m; r) represents the tape of a Turing machine, The parameters l, m, r represent respectively the tape to the left of the read/write head, the `byte' under the head, and the tape to the right of the head. Then this grammar has at most a single valid phrase, and it is WillStopn i the Turing machine will stop in n moves time from an initial tape position (l; m; r). If the Turing machine will not stop, then the grammar is empty. So a nonhanging enumeration would eventually deliver one of the two alternative results: [ WillStopn ]



or



[]



[]



If one had an algorithm which would deliver the code for such an enumeration, one could apply it to the Turing machine grammar, then execute the code with a particular starting tape and examine the resulting list to see if the Turing machine would have halted, thus solving the Halting Problem [16]. That is impossible, so there is no way of reliably getting the code for such an enumeration.



for all choices of variable lists vs and program lists ps, which will suce. This is proved in the next-but-one section, which contains some mathematics which might be best avoided by those who prefer to avoid it, but which is necessary, because there is no magic way to show that a grammar will give rise to an enumeration of its elements. First, the following section contains negative results which balance the optimism generated by the positive results to follow.



Note that the Turing machine attribute grammar (17) is very simple. As a corollary to this proposition, one cannot expect that the compilation method favoured here will generally result in an enumeration which gets to the desired termination point without hanging. Enumerations of grammars may contain too few elements.



However, it is certainly possible to restrict oneself to classes of grammars which are guaranteed 2.3.1 Reliable and complete enumeration is to translate across to successful enumerations (nonrecursive grammars, for example), but it is impossiimpossible ble in general to predict exactly which grammar will This section formally derives some counter-results compile to a program that hangs, and which will which limit the range of applicability of the tech- not. The following proposition makes this precise. nique for generating enumerations of grammars which has been set out in preceding sections. To be- Proposition 3 There is no general (computable) gin, the next proposition establishes an equivalence method which takes an attribute grammar description and decides whether or not the compiled code with the Halting Problem. 10



given by the compilation method (A.1) will give a terminating enumeration (for a given value of the attribute). Proof: The Turing machine grammar T(t) (17) has the property that it compiles to a program E [[T]] t which either gives the result [WillStopn] or ?, according to whether the Turing machine terminates from starting position t or not. This is shown in the lemma below. So a method which predicts whether or not the enumeration will hang or not, when applied to the Turing machine grammar predicts whether or not the Turing machine halts or not. Therefore the method cannot be computable.



The following lemma is required:



Lemma 4 The Turing machine grammar T(t) (17) compiles via the method (A.1) to a program E [[T]] t with only two possible results, [WillStopn] or ?, and these are achieved respectively precisely when the Turing machine halts from the starting tape setup t, and precisely when it does not.



These `numbers' represent known lengths of lists. The meaning of `a  b ' is approximately `it is probable that a is bigger than or the same size as b ', where `probable' is the subjective interpretation, and derives from the precise model given below. We de ne a map len from the domain of lists to this domain. The intention is that a list of length n { that is, of the form a = [a1; . . . ; an] { should get the `len gth' (= n) exactly, whilst a list of the form b = [b1 ; . . . ; bn] ++ ? gets the length ( n) exactly. Obviously, it is certain that a list of size (= n) is bigger than one of size (= m), with n > m. It is also certain that a list of size ( n) is bigger than one of size (= m). Other situations are not so `certain', however. For example, is a list of size ( n) bigger than one of size ( m)? Both may be re ned to nite lists in which the size-ordering is reversed. The domain of lists models the  ordering. len [ ] = (= 0) len (a : b) = (= 1)  len len ? = ( 0)



b



(19)



We should make clear that len is intended to preserve the natural re nement ordering (in particular, ( 0) is `bottom' in the domain of `known lengths') on lists. Moreover, it happens to be either continuous at each point, or to under-estimate the limit of a sequence, that is:



One concludes from the last proposition that particular methods must be applied in particular instances to show that a compiled enumeration will not hang. One possible method is to show that the enumeration list must be in nite, and the following Lemma 5 ilim % len si  len ilim % si section sets out the technique. !1 !1



This lemma can be expressed in the `almost commuting' diagram form commonly used to describe In this section, it will be shown that the particular abstract interpretations: inheritance grammar sc vs ps gives rise to an enulim [X ] ;! X (20) meration list which does not hang on output under # len # len the standard transformation of grammar descriplim tions to enumeration code put forward earlier. We [N ] ;!  N have to show that the enumeration of the grammar is non-empty for each possible vs and ps, as this is The recursive de nition (19) uses the `' function sucient to avoid the conditions (set out in the pre- to do a kind of addition for it. The inclusion in the ceding sections) which permit an interleaved pairing de nition is just a convenience here, because one of lists to hang on output. Moreover, the calculation only needs to know the `successor' function part of shows that the enumeration is in nite. it: The technique used maps sc vs ps into the do(= 1)  (= m ) = (= (m + 1) main N  (a form of abstract interpretation [8, 1]). (= 1)  ( m ) = ( (m + 1)) The elements of this domain have the forms (= n ) (= 1)  (= 1) = (= 1) or ( n ), where n is a natural number, or (= 1). They are ordered as follows: but it is intended to re ect the way that the merge (= 1)  . . .  (= 2)  (= 1)  (= 0) (18) function works, in that ... _ _ _ len (x $merge y )  len x  len y . . .  ( 2)  ( 1)  ( 0)



2.3.2 Predicting success



11



Lemma 8 F s has the form



with equality when at least one of the lists is nite. This is how the `known lengths' of lists merge up (1 + n = n + 1 = 1 in the extended natural number system being used): (= n )  (= m ) = (= (n + m )) (21) (= n )  ( m ) = ( (2m + 1)); m < n ( (m + n )); m  n ( n )  (= m ) = ( (n + m )); m  n ( 2n ); m >n ( n )  ( m ) = ( (2m + 1)); m < n ( 2n ); m n (= 1)  (= m ) = (= 1) (= 1)  ( m ) = ( (2m + 1)) ( n )  (= 1) = ( 2n ) (= n )  (= 1) = (= 1) Notice that the signs `' and `=' interact as follows:  (=) () (=) (=) () () () ()



F s = A $merge B s where A is a list with len A = (= 1), and B has the form B s = F1 s $merge . . . $merge Fk s and each Fi either has [i] len (Fi s )  len s, or [ii] len (Fi s ) = (= n ) for some n (which may be 1). Proof: Consider the equation (15) for sc vs ps. The SKIP clause gives us the constant component A of the form: A = [ SKIP ]



and that it is always true that (if `' stands for a The ABORT clause gives the rst term F1 s: sign which is either `=' or `') len (F1 s ) = (= 1) (n )  (m )  (2 min(n ; m ))



and the LET and CALL clauses give the second and third terms, F2 s and F3 s respectively:



because if one merges two lists with n and m elements respectively, one gets out at least min(n ; m ) elements from each list in the merged result, before either can hang. Moreover, if one of the signs is `=', the result is always at least as large as the other (= n )  (m )  (m ) (n )  (= m )  (n ) As it is de ned here, `' is neither associative nor commutative, but it preserves the order on its domain, and is continuous with respect to that ordering. Now, the tactics for proving that sc vs ps is nonempty go as follows: sc vs ps is the solution of a xed point equation F s = s , and we show that Lemma 6 len (F s )  (= 1)  len s for all s. This implies that len (F i ?)  (= i )  ( 0) = ( i ), and therefore that lim len (F i ?) = (= 1). But the limit of lengths underestimates the length of the limit, according to the lemma, so len (lim F i ?) = (= 1) too, and this limit is (sc vs ps), so:



len (F2 s ) = len (F3 s ) = (= 1) and the IF and WHILE, CHOICE and SEQ clauses contribute the components Fi s (i = 4; 5; 6; 7), respectively, where len (Fi )  s. The DECL and SUBR clauses are literally of the form F8 (sc(v : vs)ps), and F9 (sc vs(p : ps)) respectively, rather than Fi (sc vs ps) (i = 8; 9) but it suces to show that the transformation is length increasing in the weaker sense that len (Fi s )  len s 0 (i = 8; 9) where s 0 is sc vs (p : ps), say, and s is sc vs ps, because one obtains len (Fi s )  len s 0  len s (i = 8; 9), and the weaker condition can be seen to hold.



The proposition ensures that the enumeration never hangs through the mechanism described in Proposition 7 sc vs ps is a list of in nite length. section 2.2. Moreover, in later sections, it is shown that the conditions set out here, which, slightly more abstractly put, say that To prove all this, one proceeds as follows: 12



 The enumeration s is the least xed point of the recursion equation



sc ::= SKIP=[ ]=[ ]



s = A $merge B s



 A is a completely de ned and constant list of nite or in nite size greater than one, and B is a transform which strictly increases the len gth of lists.



IF v s1 s2=(v : vs1 ++ vs2)=(ps1 ++ ps2) v var; s1=vs1=ps1; s2=vs2=ps2 WHILE v s=(v : vs)=p



v



var; s=vs=ps



CHOICE s1 s2=(vs1 ++ vs2)=(ps1 ++ ps2) s1=vs1=ps1; s2=vs2=ps2 ABORT=[ ]=[ ]



j j j j j j



sc sc sc



are sucient to make s not merely a non-hanging SEQ s1 s2=(vs1 ++ vs2)=(ps1 ++ ps2) enumeration, but a complete enumeration of the clos1=vs1=ps1; s2=vs2=ps2 sc sure under B of the set of elements in A. DECL v s=(vs n [v])=ps j To summarize the argument set out in this secv var; s=vs=ps sc tion: one observes that the enumerating list satis es LET v1 v2=[v1; v2]=[ ] j a recursion equation, and transforms this equation v1; v2 var by means of a continuous, order-preserving transSUBR p s=vs=(ps n [p]) j formation into a dierent abstract domain. A calp prog; s=vs=ps sc culation in the new domain determines the size of CALL p=[ ]=[p] j the xed point, which turns out not to be a len gth p prog associated with any but an in nite list. The enumeration is therefore in nite, and, as a corollary, it Figure 10: A synthetic attribute grammar dedoes not hang. scription of the source code grammar, with all constraints embedded.



2.4 Synthetic attribute grammars



The inherited attributes of grammars have been insc :: [source code WITH ATTRIB [var] terpreted as the parameters of functional programWITH ATTRIB [prog]] ming code which enumerates the grammar elements. sc = It is possible to extend the treatment to synthetic [SKIP=[ ]=[ ]] attribute grammars. First of all one has to adopt $merge a suitable notation for synthesized attributes. Fig[IF v s1 s2=(v : vs1 ++ vs2)=(ps1 ++ ps2) jj ure 10 expresses a version of the source code gramv vars; s1=vs1=ps1; mar using synthetic attributes. The attributes are s2=vs2=ps2 sc]$merge written after the clause to which they belong, sepa[WHILE v s=[v] [ vs; ps jj rated from it by a `='. v vars; s=vs=ps sc]$merge This grammar description translates into an enu[CHOICE s1 s2=(vs1 ++ vs2)=(ps1 ++ ps2) jj meration of its elements by an extension of the s1=vs1=ps1; s2=vs2=ps2 sc ]$merge method already set out. In the translation, the [ABORT=[ ]=[ ]] $merge `/' separator in a =b an be treated as the binary [SEQ s1 s2=(vs1 ++ vs2)=(ps1 ++ ps2) jj constructor of a `A WITH ATTRIB B ' data-type. So s1=vs1=ps1; s2=vs2=ps2 sc ]$merge generators of the form a =b c in the grammar [DECL v s=(vs ; [v])=ps jj description translate meaningfully into generator v vars; s=vs=ps sc ]$merge forms within list comprehensions. And, on the LHS [LET v1 v2=[v1; v2]=[ ] jj of grammar clauses, the a =b can be regarded as an v1; v2 vars ]$merge data-type construction. This makes enumerations [SUBR p s=vs=ps ; [p] jj into lists of elements of type A WITH ATTRIB B alp progs; s=vs=ps sc ]$merge ways. Simple grammars result when B is the nil [CALL p=[ ]=[p] jj (empty) type. The translated code is shown in Figp progs ] ure 11. Because the enumeration code generates all possible `environments' (i.e., lists of un declared variables Figure 11: Enumeration code generated for the and program names) and source codes valid under synthetic attribute grammar sc. the environments, one has to pick out from this list 13



those codes with empty environments in order to get These guard conditions are ecient because they restrict the lists than are constructed at deep levels in a useful listing: the enumeration. Approach [i] is by contrast inefvalid source codes = cient, because large lists are built at every level, [ sjs=vs=ps sc; vs = [ ]; ps = [ ] ] then ltered at top level, but the grammar is easier to describe. and therefore this kind of enumeration is very much First, the description of object code. This is just less ecient than the enumeration generated for the a sequence of instructions: inherited grammar description, because there one was able to pass the empty lists in as functional pa- object code == [ instruction ] rameters, instead of ltering the output for results. instruction ::= Load a j a memaddr Nevertheless, it should be clear that the method of Store a j a memaddr translation set out here applies equally to synthetic Jump p j p offset attribute grammars, as well as to inherited attribute Cond p j p offset Push p j p offset grammars. Subr a j a memaddr Combinations of the two styles can be treated as Return j synthetic attribute grammars with inherited parameters. That is, the synthesized attributes take the Working with direct memory addresses saves carinherited attributes as parameters. In the synthetic rying a lookup table about, although a symbol table attribute grammar of this section, the inherited at- is necessary in the formal treatment and veri cation tribute has been the unique nil member of the nil of such a language [13]. type, and consequently the synthesized attributes These instructions manipulate an accumulator A have been independent of it. In the inherited at- and program counter pc in the environment protribute grammar of previous sections, it has been vided by a memory psi. In the present paper the the synthesized attribute which been nil. precise semantics are not important, but obviously Load and Store transfer data between the accumulator and memory, Jump shifts the program counter unconditionally, while Cond tests the accumulator rst, then jumps. Push saves the intended return value of the program counter, while Subr a is an Returning to the original problem of building a de- abbreviation for the Push pc + 1 ; a;Jump a ; pc compiler, such a program may be considered a func- pair which eects a subroutine call. Note that Subr tion from object codes to a list of source codes. The uses the absolute address in memory of the called function represents the inverse of the compile rela- routine, and not its relative oset. Return recovers tion between source codes and object codes. Or, to from the call by pulling the proper return address put it another way, each object code de nes a gram- out of memory. The calling convention here is that mar of source codes { precisely those that will com- the subroutine, when executed, stores the oset of pile to it, and this is the proper starting point. There its start address from its end, and returns by rst are essentially three ways to produce this grammar: making this jump, then jumping the stored distance pc + 1 ; a back to the caller. Variations on this [i] Enumerate source codes and matching object scheme are both possible and common. codes together, then lter for the desired object The program is located in the same memory code. This approach may be realized by making area as the data, which allows one to use program the object code a synthesized attribute in the addresses and variable locations somewhat intersource code grammar description. changeably { not a recommended practice! As reno symbol table is used, so one may set the [ii] Make the desired object code a parameter to marked, domains in the source code grammar as follows: the enumeration, that is, an inherited attribute in the source code grammar description. prog == var == name == memaddr so that programs and variables may be referred to [iii] Some combination of the two. by their location in memory in the source code. This Approach [ii] is much the most ecient compu- is only a small simpli cation of the real position, in tationally, and it amounts to inserting extra guard which a symbol table performs the linkage, but it conditions in the existing grammar for source code. helps.



3 Application to decompilation
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Object code like this has been related to the (se- concerning the relation c . The rest of the facts about mantics of the) source code of a subset of occam c are as follows: by a series of theorems [12] which can be read as v s; ins) = True; T7 the de ning clauses of a relation c (for Compile) be- c vs ps(DECL not(v 2 vs) & c(v : vs)ps(s; ins) tween source codes and object codes as follows (the underlines pick out the guard conditions which come c vs ps(LET x y; [Load y; Store x]) = True; T8 (x 2 vs) & (y 2 vs) from the grammar (14) for source codes): c :: [var]![prog]!(source code; object code)!bool c vs ps(SKIP; [ ]) = True c vs ps(SKIP; Jump n : ins) = True; n = 1+#in
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c vs ps(WHILE v s1; Load v : Cond n1 : ins) = True; v 2 vs & n1 = 1 + #ins & isJump(ins!(n1 ; 1)) & n2 = ;n1 & c vs ps(s1; ins1) where ins1 = [ins!1 :: n1 ; 2] Jump n2 = ins!(n1 ; 1) c vs ps(CHOICE s1 s2; ins1) = True; c vs ps (s1; ins1) & valid vs ps s2 c vs ps(CHOICE s1 s2; ins2) = True; c vs ps (s2; ins2) & valid vs ps s1 c vs ps(ABORT; ins) = True c vs ps(SEQ s1 s2; ins) = True; or[c vs ps(s1; ins1) & c vs ps(s2; ins2)jins1 ++ ins2 [ins] ]
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} T0



c vs ps (s; ins) = False; otherwise



T3



Jump n2



n1;1



T9



Return
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c vs ps(CALL p; [Subr p]) = True; p 2 ps



n2;1



c vs ps(IF v s1 s2; Load v : Cond n1 : ins) = True; v 2 vs & 1 < n1  n & isJump(ins!(n1 ; 1)) & c vs ps(s1; ins1) & n1 + n2 ; 2 = n & c vs ps(s2; ins2) where n = #ins Jump n2 = ins!(n1 ; 1) ins1 = [ins!1 :: ins!(n1 ; 2)] ins2 = [ins!n1 :: ins!n2] Load v Cond n1



c vs ps(SUBR p s1; Push n1 : ins) = True; not(p 2 ps) & (n1 = 1 + #ins) & isReturn(ins!(n1 ; 1)) & c vs(p : ps)(s1; [ins!1 :: ins!(n1 ; 2)])



T4



T5a T5b T6 T2



If the pattern matcher in the list-expression part of a functional language is not powerful enough to deal with the generator form `ins1 ++ ins2 [ins]', it can be replaced by `(ins1; ins2) split ins' where split explicitly enumerates the pairs (ins1; ins2) such that ins1 ++ ins2 = ins. It would probably be sensible to eventually remove all the redundant SKIPs from the enumerated sequences of source codes, but, for the purposes of this exposition, no changes will be made to the compilation semantics described in the `theorems' above



These `theorems', T0{T9, de ne the possibly many-many relation c between source codes and object codes (this compiler implements the CHOICE construct by a compile-time choice between the two alternative branches!) in a very direct manner [13]. The description can be turned into an attribute grammar in three distinct ways, corresponding to the three strategies suggested in the last section: [i] The rules can be read as a grammar c specifying a set of source code, object code pairs such that the components of the pairs are valid terms of the grammars source codes and object codes, respectively, and are related to each other by the c compiler relation. This grammar may be regarded as a synthetic attribute grammar, synthesising either the source code or the object code as an attribute of the other, and as an inherited attribute grammar parametrized by the environments vs and ps, which denote the variable and program names declared in the source code (recall that for convenience here real memory addresses for both identi ers are being used). This grammar is probably closest to the yacc [14] script that would be written in practice in order to build a compiler, but it corresponds to an enumeration of all the possible source code/object code pairings and therefore is inecient to use as the basis for a decompiler. [ii] The rules may be read as a grammar c1 which speci es a subset of the grammar source codes. the grammar is parametrized on vs, ps and an object code ins. This is the preferred decompiler grammar. Rather, this is the set of decompiler grammars, since each choice of object code ins de nes a particular grammar c1 vs ps ins with (inherited) attributes vs and ps. This grammar can be



15



turned into an enumeration that is practically useful as a decompiler. [iii] The rules may be read as an inherited attribute grammar c2 which is a subset of the object codes grammar. This grammar is parametrized on the environment vs, ps, and a source code s. This grammar corresponds to an enumeration that is practically useful as a compiler. Since we have de ned a non-deterministic compiler, the output from the enumeration usually does not consist of a singleton. The enumeration covers all the compiled codes that might be produced by any valid compiler. Each of the three grammars and a corresponding enumeration code is set out below. The second of these enumerations is an ecient decompiler. As remarked above, the compiler being described is not deterministic. The relation c is properly one{ many at the CHOICE source code construction. This means that the attribute grammar describing compiled code will in general not be singleton given a particular choice of source code s. That implies that one cannot simply take the rst of these grammars above and use it as a yacc script, nor can one simply modify a yacc script for a compiler to become a yacc script for a full decompiler (without introducing list valued attributes).



c vs ps ::= SKIP=[ ] j SKIP=(Jump 1 + #ins : ins) j ins object code IF v s1 s2=(Load v:Cond n1:ins1++Jump n2:ins2) j s1=ins1; s2=ins2 c vs ps; n1 = 1 + #ins1; n2 = 1 + #ins2 WHILE v s1=(Load v : Cond n1 : ins1 ++ [Jump n2]) j s1=ins1 c vs ps n1 = 1 + #ins1; n2 = ;n1 CHOICE s1 s2=ins1 j s1=ins1 c vs ps; s2 sc vs ps SEQ s1 s2=(ins1++ ins2) j s1=ins1; s2=ins2 c vs ps ABORT=ins j ins object code DECL v s=ins j v var n vs; s=ins c(v : vs)ps LET x y=[Load y; Store x] j x; y vs SUBR p s1=(Push 2+#ins : ins1++ [Return]) j p prog n ps;s1=ins1 c vs(p : ps) CALL p=[Subr p] j p ps



Figure 12: The compound synthetic/inherited attribute grammar expressing the pairing relation between source code and object code in the compiler.



3.1 The grammar of the compile relation



The grammar c of matched source code/object code pairs is given in Figure 12 (local sub-de nitions are allowed within clauses). It is convenient to express `pairs' as `source code with an object code as attribute', thus forming a synthetic attribute grammar. The grammar also takes two inherited attributes, the parameters vs and ps which de ne the programming environment, the list of externally declared variables and programs, so it is a hybrid synthetic and inherited attribute grammar. This grammar translates to the enumeration in Figure 13. A Prolog compiler for the language presented in this paper is shown in Figure 14. The compiler is nondeterministic; in particular, skip compiles to an in nite number of possibilities (the empty sequence of instructions or any arbitrary forward jump), the choice construct can be compiled into either of the allowed programs, and abort may be compiled into any arbtrary sequence of object code. Since the high-level program is normally supplied to a compiler and the corresponding object code is returned, the constraints to calculate the nal generated code in each clause are placed at the end of the clauses to 16



c vs ps = [SKIP=[ ] ] $merge [SKIP=Jump 1+#ins:ins jj ins object code] $merge [ABORT=ins jj ins object code] $merge [LET x y=[Load y; Store x] jj x; y vs] $merge [CALL p=[Subr p] jj p ps] $merge [IF v s1 s2=(Load v:Cond n1:ins1++Jump n2:ins2) jj n1 = 1+#ins1; n2 = 1+#ins2; s1=ins1; s2=ins2 c vs ps] $merge [WHILE v s1=(Load v:Cond n1:ins1++[Jump ; n1]) jj n1 = 1+#ins1; s1=ins1 c vs ps] $merge [CHOICE s1 s2=ins1 jj s1=ins1 c vs ps; s2 sc vs ps] $merge [SEQ s1 s2=(ins1++ ins2) jj s1=ins1; s2=ins2 c vs ps] $merge [DECL v s=ins jj v var n vs;s=ins c(v : vs)ps] $merge [SUBR p s1=(Push 2+#ins1:ins1++ [Return]) jj p prog n ps;s1=ins1 c vs(p : ps)]



Figure 13: The functional programming code for an enumeration of the compile relation between source codes and object codes.



increase the eciency of the program and to ensure merge of several grammars, as shown in Figure 15 (with the translated code at right). termination. c(Vs,Ps,skip,[]). c(Vs,Ps,skip,[jump(N)|Ins]) :Ins in object code , N = 1+len(Ins) . c(Vs,Ps,if(V,S1,S2),Ins) :c(Vs,Ps,S1,Ins1), c(Vs,Ps,S2,Ins2), N1 = 1+len(Ins1) , N2 = 1+len(Ins2) , Ins = [load(V),cond(N1)|Ins1]++ [jump(N2)|Ins2] . c(Vs,Ps,while(V,S),Ins) :c(Vs,Ps,S,Ins1), N = 1+len(Ins1) , Ins = [load(V),cond(N)|Ins1]++ [jump(-N)] . c(Vs,Ps,choice(S1,S2),Ins) :c(Vs,Ps,S1,Ins). c(Vs,Ps,choice(S1,S2),Ins) :c(Vs,Ps,S2,Ins). c(Vs,Ps,abort,Ins) :Ins in object code . c(Vs,Ps,seq(S1,S2),Ins) :c(Vs,Ps,S1,Ins1), c(Vs,Ps,S2,Ins2), Ins = Ins1++Ins2 . c(Vs,Ps,decl(V,S),Ins) :V in vars-Vs , c([V|Vs],Ps,S,Ins). c(Vs,Ps,let(V1,V2), [load(V2),store(V1)]) :V1 in Vs , V2 in Vs . c(Vs,Ps,subr(P,S),Ins) :P in progs-Ps , c(Vs,[P|Ps],S,Ins1), N = 2+len(Ins1) , Ins = [push(N)|Ins1]++[return] . c(Vs,Ps,call(P),[subr(P)]) :P in Ps .
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c1 vs ps ins ::= x j x d0 vs ps ins x j x d1 vs ps ins x j x d2 vs ps ins x j x d3 vs ps ins x j x d4 vs ps ins x j x d5 vs ps ins x j x d6 vs ps ins x j x d7 vs ps ins x j x d8 vs ps ins x j x d9 vs ps ins
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Figure 14: Prolog code for a compiler.



3.2 The decompiler grammar



The preferred decompiler grammar is an inherited attribute grammar for source code which takes the intended object code as a parameter. To form the description, one gathers together those clauses in the compiler relation grammar of the previous section which have the same pattern of object code. However, certain clauses (CHOICE, ABORT, SEQ, DECL) match on any object code, so they result in sub-grammars which should be valid alternates in every clause. Much prolixity can therefore be avoided by describing the decompiler as the



c1 vs ps ins = d0 vs ps ins $merge d1 vs ps ins $merge d2 vs ps ins $merge d3 vs ps ins $merge d4 vs ps ins $merge d5 vs ps ins $merge d6 vs ps ins $merge d7 vs ps ins $merge d8 vs ps ins $merge d9 vs ps ins



Figure 15: Breaking up the decompiler grammar into sub-grammars. The `sub-decompiler' grammars referred to in Figure 15 are shown in detail in Figure 16. The decompiler grammar is translated to a list expression in a functional programming language by the techniques set out in this paper. When evaluated, this list never hangs, provided that those clauses with a second generator dependent on a rst generator from an in nite domain have nonempty domain in nitely often, as set out in earlier sections. These clauses are the DECL and SUBR ones, and so one has to show that c1 vs ps ins is in nitely often nonempty as vs or ps vary in their rst element in order to prove that the enumeration never grinds to a halt. The functional code for the enumerations corresponding to the sub-decompiler grammars is given in Figure 17. Proving that this enumeration never hangs requires the same techniques employed to prove that sc vs ps never hangs. One concludes again that the enumeration is an in nite list { but the ABORT clause makes an important contribution in ensuring that the grammar is populated. It guarantees that the grammar always has at least one element in it. Splitting the decompiler up into sub-decompilers is essentially an exercise in constructing patternmatching transformations [10]. One might move the catch-all clause dn vs ps ins = [ ]; otherwise into each sub-decompiler de nition, but it is not necessary whenever the pattern matches are already exhaustive. The form of a Prolog decompiler for the language can follow the form of the compiler quite closely (see Figure 18). However, it is desirable to reduce the number of high-level programs returned for each object code since many programs compile to the same object code; often only a small number, or even one,



17



d0 vs ps[Subr p] ::= CALL p d0 vs ps ins ::= d1 vs ps [ ] ::= SKIP d1 vs ps(Jump 1+#ins : ins) ::= SKIP d1 vs ps ins ::= d2 vs ps ins ::= SEQ s1 s2 ins1++ins2 [ins]; s1 c1 vs ps ins1;s2



j j j j j j



d0 vs ps [Subr p] = [CALL p] d0 vs ps ins = [ ]; otherwise d1 vs ps [ ] = [SKIP] d1 vs ps (Jump 1+#ins : ins) = [SKIP] d1 vs ps ins = [ ]; otherwise d2 vs ps ins = [SEQ s1 s2 jj ins1++ins2 [ins]; s1 c1 vs ps ins1; s2 c1 vs ps ins2]



c1 vs ps ins2



d3 vs ps(Load v:Cond n1+1:ins1++Jump n2:ins2) ::= IF v s1 s2 j s1 c1 vs ps ins1;s2 c1 vs ps ins2; n2 = #ins2; n1 = #ins1 d3 vs ps ins ::= j



d3 vs ps(Load v:Cond n1:ins1++Jump n2:ins2) = [IF v s1 s2 jj s1 c1 vs ps ins1;s2 c1 vs ps ins2 n2 = #ins2;n1 = #ins1] d3 vs ps ins = [ ]; otherwise



d4 vs ps(Load v:Cond n1+1:ins1++Jump n2:ins2) ::= WHILE v s1 j s1 c1 vs ps ins1;n1 = #ins1; n2 = ;n1 d4 vs ps ins ::= j



d4 vs ps(Load v:Cond n1:ins1++Jump n2:ins2) = [WHILE v s1 jj s1 c1 vs ps ins1;n1 = #ins1;n2 = ;n1] d4 vs ps ins = [ ]; otherwise



d5 vs ps ins ::= CHOICE s1 s2 s1 c1 vs ps ins;s2 sc vs ps CHOICE s1 s2 s2 c1 vs ps ins;s1 sc vs ps



j j



d5 vs ps ins = [CHOICE s1 s2 jj s1 c1 vs ps ins; s2 sc vs ps]$merge [CHOICE s1 s2 jj s2 c1 vs ps ins; s1 sc vs ps]



d6 vs ps ins ::= ABORT



j j



d6 vs ps ins = [ABORT]



d7 vs ps ins ::= DECL v s v var n vs; s c1(v : vs)ps ins



d7 vs ps ins = [DECL v s jj v var n vs; s c1(v : vs)ps ins]



j j d9 vs ps(Push n1 : ins) ::= SUBR p s j p progn ps;s c1 vs(p:ps)ins;n = 1+#ins d9 vs ps ins ::= j d8 vs ps[Load y; Store x] ::= LET x y x 2 vs; y 2 vs d8 vs ps ins ::=



d8 vs ps [Load y; Store x] = [LET x y jj x 2 vs; y 2 vs] d8 vs ps ins = [ ]; otherwise d9 vs ps (Push n1 : ins) = [SUBR p s jj p progn ps;s c1 vs(p:ps)ins;n = 1+#ins] d9 vs ps ins = [ ]; otherwise



Figure 16: The sub-grammars of the decompiler grammar.



Figure 17: The sub-decompiler enumeration codes
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d(Vs,Ps,skip,[]). d(Vs,Ps,skip,[jump(N)|Ins]) :Ins in object code , N = 1+len(Ins) . d(Vs,Ps,let(V1,V2), [load(V2),store(V1)]) :V1 in Vs , V2 in Vs . d(Vs,Ps,call(P),[subr(P)]) :P in Ps . d(Vs,Ps,if(V,S1,S2),Ins) :Ins = [load(V),cond(N1)|Ins1]++ [jump(N2)|Ins2] , N1 = 1+len(Ins1) , N2 = 1+len(Ins2) , d(Vs,Ps,S1,Ins1), d(Vs,Ps,S2,Ins2). d(Vs,Ps,while(V,S),Ins) :Ins = [load(V),cond(N)|Ins1]++ [jump(-N)] , N = 1+len(Ins1) , d(Vs,Ps,S,Ins1). d(Vs,Ps,subr(P,S),Ins) :Ins = [push(N)|Ins1]++[return] , N = 2+len(Ins1) , P in progs-Ps , d(Vs,[P|Ps],S,Ins1). d(Vs,Ps,seq(S1,S2),Ins) :Ins = [I1|Ins1]++[I2|Ins2] , d(Vs,Ps,S1,[I1|Ins1]), d(Vs,Ps,S2,[I2|Ins2]).
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append([],T,T). append([X|S],T,[X|U]) :- append(S,T,U).



g



member(X,[X|L]). member(X,[X|L]) :- member(X,L). plus(J,K,I) :integer(J), integer(K), I is J+K. plus(J,K,I) :integer(I), integer(K), var(J), J is I-K. plus(J,K,I) :integer(I), integer(J), var(K), K is I-J.



g



g



Figure 19: Prolog code for constraints.



g



Figure 18: Prolog code for a decompiler.



g



L = L1++L2 :append(L1,L2,L). I = J+len(L) :length(L,K), plus(J,K,I). E in S :- member(E,S). E in S1-S2 :E in S1 , + member(E,S2). E in S :- atom(S).



is avoided. Note that since the seq construct is given associative semantics by the object code (i.e., seq(P ; seq(Q ;R )) = seq(seq(P ;Q );R ), corresponding to C ++(D ++ E ) = (C ++ D ) ++ E for objects codes C , D , E ) all possible combinations of sequential composition will be returned by the decompiler in Figure 18. If only a single canonical form is required, then the seq construct must be disallowed in one or other of the sub-terms S1 and S2 (e.g., by having more that one set of decompilation clauses that can be selectively applied where the single d clause is used in the example presented here [3]. The sub-clauses contained in each clause are best included in the reverse order from the corresponding compiler clauses in general, again for eciency reasons and to ensure termination of decompilation. The constraints on the object code sequences (which are known initially during decompilation) are satis ed rst before decompilation of sub-sequences of object codes is attempted.



of the programs are actually of interest to a reverse engineer. However it is important that every valid object code sequence of interest that can be generated by the compiler has a corresponding program that can be generated by the decompiler. Because of the above considerations, clauses such as choice and abort may positively be omitted. For the choice construct, any arbitrary program may be compiled as an alternative source program. Since abort is related to any object code sequence, it is always (and uninterestingly) possible to decompile an object code sequence to abort. Decompilation of seq must also be handled slightly dierently to ensure termination because skip may be implemented by the empty sequence of instructions. Since the object code semantics make seq(skip;P ) = P for any program P , corresponding to [ ] ++ C = C for object code C , these laws could be applied to arbitrary depth dur- 3.2.1 Constraints ing decompilation because of Prolog's simplistic leftto-right depth rst search strategy. By insisting that The constraints used in the example Prolog proonly non-empty object code sequences are consid- grams in this paper may be very simply encoded ered when decompiling seq constructs, this problem in standard Prolog (see Figure 19). ++ implements 19



the constraint of concatenating two lists to form another using the standard append clause. + constrains the sum of two integers using the plus clause. The implementation here uses the built-in Prolog arithmetic available using the in x is clause for ef ciency. Set membership is implemented using the standard member clause. Set dierence is implemented using non-membership, which depends on negation by failure. Since Prolog is untyped, membership of a type (implemented as an atom in Prolog) is always assumed to be true for any element. There are now several implementations of Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) [7] which could be used to implement the constraints shown here directly using constraint solving techniques for particular domains rather than the uni cation algorithm on trees available in Prolog.



enumeration { the set of valid compilations of a given source code is nite, and the enumeration hangs as it continues to search for more than this nite number. Nevertheless, careful examination of the grammar shows that it enumerates all valid compilations immediately before hanging. The translation into functional programming code is given in Figure 21. The result type is [object code], but the result value from deterministic source codes is always either singleton (successful compilation) or empty (error in source code), modulo the hanging behaviour. c2 vs ps SKIP = [[ ]] [Jump 1+#ins : ins jj ins



c2 vs ps(IF v s1 s2) = [Load v:Cond 1+#ins1:ins1++Jump 1+#ins2:ins2 jj ins1 c2 vs ps s1; ins2 c2 vs ps s2]; v 2 vs = [ ]; otherwise



3.3 The compiler



c2 vs ps(WHILE v s) = [ Load v:Cond 1+#ins:ins++ [Jump ;1;#ins] jj ins c2 vs ps s ] v 2 vs = [ ]; otherwise



The compiler grammar is shown in Figure 20. c2 vs ps SKIP ::= [ ] j Jump 1+#ins : ins j ins object code



c2 vs ps(CHOICE s1 s2) = [ins1 jj ins1 [ins2 jj ins2



c2 vs ps(IF v s1 s2) ::= Load v:Cond 1+#ins1:ins1++Jump 1+#ins2:ins2 j ins1 c2 vs ps s1; ins2 c2 vs ps s2;v 2 vs



j c2 vs ps s1 j



c2 vs ps(SEQ s1 s2) ::= ins1++ ins2 ins1 c2 vs ps s1; ins2



c2 vs ps s2



c2 vs ps ABORT ::= ins



c2 vs ps ABORT = [ins jj ins c2 vs ps(DECL v s) = [ins jj ins = [ ];



sc vs ps



c2 vs ps s2]



sc vs ps] c2(v:vs)ps s]; v 2= vs otherwise



c2 vs ps(LET x y) = [[Load y; Store x]]; = [ ];



c2 vs ps s2



ins



c2 vs ps s1] $merge c2 vs ps s2]



c2 vs ps(SEQ s1 s2) = [ins1++ ins2 jj ins1 c2 vs ps s1; ins2



c2 vs ps(WHILE v s1) ::= Load v:Cond 1+#ins:ins1++[Jump ;1;#ins] j ins c2 vs ps s; v 2 vs c2 vs ps(CHOICE s1 s2) ::= ins1 ins1 ins2 ins2



$merge object code]



x; y 2 vs otherwise



c2 vs ps(SUBR p s) = [Push 1+#ins:ins++[Return] jj ins c2 vs(p:ps)s]; p 2= ps = [ ]; otherwise



j j



c2 vs ps(CALL p) = [[Subr p]]



c2 vs ps(DECL v s) ::= ins j ins c2 (v : vs) ps s; v 2= vs



Figure 21: Code for the compiler



c2 vs ps(LET x y) ::= [Load y; Store x] j x 2 vs & y 2 vs



4 Reassurance



c2 vs ps(SUBR p s1) ::= Push n1 : ins1++ [Return] j ins1 c2 vs(p:ps)s1; p 2= ps



This section is devoted to positive criteria which can establish that the method of enumeration set out above succeeds in enumerating the intended grammar completely. The main result proven is that



c2 vs ps(CALL p) ::= [Subr p]



Figure 20: The compiler grammar This grammar does not give a non-terminating



Proposition 9 Assume



20



[i] A is an enumeration of a non-empty set , and



[ii] B (s ) is an enumeration of () whenever s is Lists of the form a1 : . . . am : ? are partial enuan enumeration of , and B (s ) is monotonic merations, of length m . and continuous in s under the re nement ordering, whilst is a monotonic and strictly in- Lemma 10 (a) If A is an enumeration of , and B is an enumeration of , then A $merge B is an creasing continuous function of sets. enumeration of  [ . then s = A $merge B (s ) is an enumeration of  = (b) If A is a partial enumeration of  of length  [ ( [ ( [ ( [ . . .))). m, and B is a partial enumeration of of length n, then merge A B is a partial enumeration of  [ of This result is directly applicable to the func- length at least min [m ; n ]. tional code produced by the techniques of earlier sections. Since most grammars are of the form Proof: By structural induction on A, and continus ::=  j (s ) for satisfactory  and , and their ity in the limit.



translated functional code therefore has the shape s = A $merge B (s ), this means that most are Note that ? is not introduced as an element into enumerated successfully by the techniques described the result list by the merge operation. It has to be in  or to be in the result, and it has to be here. For example, the (rather arti cial) simple gram- a tail segment of A or B to be a tail segement of merge A B : merge ? x = ? is possible, for example. mar considered in section 2.2.1: The following lemma establishes that diag2 preserves enumerations too. a ::= Abort j Skip; x j x a Lemma 11 (a) If A is an enumeration of , and B is an enumeration of , then diag2(A; B ) is an has the translation = [ Abort ] [ Skip; x jj x = A $merge B(a)



a



a]



enumeration of   . (b) Moreover, if A is a partial enumeration of  of length at least m, B a partial enumeration of of length at least n, then diag2(A; B ) is a partial enumeration of   of length at least min [m ; n ].



$merge



in which



In order to prove the intended result, one has to de ne an ordering X  = ([X ]; ) on lists of elements s] of type X which resembles the ordering on `numbers' given in (18). whilst the grammar itself is the solution in sets of the equation a =  [ (a ), that is,  [ ( [ . . .), [a ; b ; c ; . .. ]  .. .  [a ; b ]  [a ]  [ ] (24) .. . _ _ _ where = [ Abort ] ( ) = [ Skip; x jj x



A B s



 = f Abort g (s ) = f Skip ; x j x



.. .  (a : b : ?)  (a : ?)  ?



sg



so that the assurance that the list a is a complete enumeration of the set a is what is provided by the proposition. The result itself does not seem to admit of an easy proof. First of all, when there are no recursions, it suf ces to prove that the merge of two enumerations is an enumeration of the union, and that the construction for `product types' is also correct. Then induction on the complexity of simple grammar/type descriptions gives the result. For de niteness here, an enumeration is de ned as follows: The list A is an enumeration of the set  if A is either a nite or an in nite list, and its elements cover  and are all contained in .



This ordering diers from the re nement ordering in that nite lists are ordered relative to each other too. The longer list is `greater'. The topology of this ordering diers from the re nement ordering in that it has more open sets (since there are more pairs in the ordering relation) and therefore there should in principle be fewer limits (since it is easier to separate a `limit' from the terms of a sequence which might tend to it). But there are also more increasing sequences in the new ordering, so there might be more limits of ascending sequences. However, the only non-trivial limit points are the in nite lists. These might be tended to from below by nite lists or incomplete lists. An increasing sequence of incomplete lists which tends to [a ; b ; c ; . . .] in the re nement ordering still tends to it in the new ordering, and an increasing sequence
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which includes a nite list must continue with nite i.e., (B s ) = ( s ) whenever s has the form lists, which if they tend to [a ; b ; c ; . . .] must be initial [a1 ; . . . ; an ] or [a1 ; . . . ]. segments of it. In that case, appending ? to them Further, suppose that the diagram `partially comgives an increasing sequence with the same limit, mutes' on the remainder of the space, in the sense that but in the re nement ordering. So



Lemma 12 ai % a in  i ai % a in the re nement ordering < or ai ++ ? % a ++ ? in 


(B s )  ( s ) (28) for all s in X  . Then this relationship carries the An increasing strictly monotonic function B from sense of `B (s ) is an enumeration of the set () lists to lists in this ordering is one which satis es whenever s is an enumeration of the set ', and extends it sensibly to the situation when s is a list of x  y ) B (x )  B (y ) the shape (a1 : . . . : an : ?). For example, when (which may be interpreted as meaning that initial s = ? we get segments of B (x ) are determined uniquely by initial (B ?)  f g segments of x , since the ordering is essentially the Baire space ordering). If x is in nite, then B (x )



must also be in nite. Similarly, an increasing monotonic set-valued function is one which satis es x  y ) (x )  (y ) Now consider the following representation semantics of lists as (multi-) sets:  :: X  ! fX g (25) [a ; b ; c ; . . . ] = fa ; b ; c ; . . .g [a ; b ; c ; . . . ; !] = fa ; b ; c ; . . . ; !g [ ] =fg (a : b : c : . . . : ! : ?) = fa ; b ; c ; . . . ; !g ? =fg  precisely captures the notion of ordering under , because `a  b ' means that the set-images under  are subsets: a  b i  a   b (26) Quite naturally, therefore, this map is continuous and monotonic as a map from one (complete) partial order into another: Lemma 13 The map  :: X  ! fX g (25) is a cPO



but



(B f g) = f g



exactly. The extension inequality (28) is forced by the equality for `completely de ned' lists whenever B is monotonic, because (a1 : . . . : an : ?) v [a1; . . . ; an ], and therefore (B (a1 : . . . : an : ?))  (B [a1 ; . . . ; an ]), which is ([a1 ; . . . ; an ]). The following lemma characterizes continuity of B in terms of 's behaviour.



Lemma 14 [i] If B above is monotonic increasing with respect to , then is monotonic increasing on



nite sets. [ii] If, additionally, preserves limits of increasing sequences of nite sets, then B is continuous on (X ; ). [iii] Conversely, if B is continuous on (X  ; ), then preserves limits of increasing sequences of nite sets.



Let  [ ( [ ( [ ( [ . . .))) be an explicit shorthand for the increasing union of sets



n[ =1 map into the cPO of sets; i.e., it is monotonic and  = n continuous. n =0 Now consider a map of lists to lists B :: X  ! where  X which has an \analogue" in sets, :: fX g ! fX g. Precisely, the following diagram is to commute 0 = fg (29) exactly when restricted to the `fully de ned' part  =  [ (  ) n +1 n X 6? of X  (those lists not of the form a1 : . . . : am : ?): Notice that n +1  n by induction (certainly true for n = 0, and n +1 =  [ (n )  B X  ;! X (27)  [ (n ;1 ) = n otherwise, using the fact that # # (n )  (n ;1 ) given n  n ;1). Now the major proposition: fX g ;! fX g
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a1 ; a2 ; . . . ]jn = (a1 :a2 : . . .:an :?) a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; am ]jn = (a1 :a2 : . . .:an :?); m  n = [a1 ; a2 ; . .. :am ]; m < n (a1 :a2 : . .. :am :?)jn = (a1 :a2 : . . .:an :?); ] m  n = (a1 :a2 : . . .:am :?); m < n



Proposition 15 Assume



[ [



[i] A is an enumeration of the in nite set , and [ii] B (s ) is an enumeration of () whenever s is an enumeration of , and B is a monotonic By an easy induction using the arithmetic of the strictly increasing function in the -ordering of len function, Sn has len gth either (= (2n ; 1)) or (24), and is continuous on sets. ( (2n ; 1)). Then s = A $merge B (s ) is an enumeration of  =  [ ( [ ( [ ( [ . . .))). Proof: B and are related by the commuting diagram (27). According to the lemma, B is continuous in the -ordering. The strategy is as follows: we consider two increasing sequences of lists



Lemma 16 The Sn form an increasing sequence in



the re nement order. Proof: This is certainly true of S0 v S1 , and, by induction Sn +1 = Aj2n $merge B (Sn )j2n ;1 [induction and properties of B ] w Aj2n ;1 $merge B (Sn ;1 )j2n ;1 (31) w Aj2n ;1 $merge B (Sn ;1 )j2n ;1;1 = Sn



Sn  sn and two increasing sequences of sets



The sequence S0 v S1 v . . . must be compared with the sequence s0 v s1 v . . . which tends to the solution of the recursion equation



n  n



where the n are the images of the Sn under the continuous map  of (25). We show that the Sn and the sn tend to the same limit { the solution of the s = A $merge B (s ) (32) recursion equation s = A $merge B (s ). That in turn s0 = ? (33) provides enough information to show that the limit of the n solves the set-theoretic recursion equation sn +1 = A $merge B (sn )  =  [ (), and therefore that it must be the and we prove below that sn w Sn , and hence the Sn , same as the limit of the n , which happens to be tend to a lower limit than the s . n the least solution in sets of the equation. So  s =  lim Sn = lim  Sn = lim n =  and one is Lemma 17 sn w Sn . done. Proof: Use induction. S0 = ? = s0 and, by the Now for the details. Consider the set inductive hypothesis Sn = Aj2n ;1 $merge B (Aj2n ;1 $merge B (Aj2n ;2 $merge . . . $merge ? . . .)j2n ;2 ;1 )j2n ;1 ;1



Sn +1 = Aj2n $merge B (Sn )j2n ;1 (34) v A $merge B (Sn )j2n ;1 v A $merge B (Sn ) [induction and properties of B ] v A $merge B (sn ) = sn +1



where



S0 = Aj0 = ? S1 = Aj1 = Aj1 $merge ? Sn +1 = Aj2n $merge B (Sn )j2n ;1



(30)



But the limit of the Sn is already maximal under the re nement order, because the len gth of the Sn and X jk is the restriction to at most k elements of increases to (= 1) in the extended numbering system (18) as n increases, so the limits S = lim Sn the list X , de ned by and s = lim sn must be in nite lists and therefore X j0 = ? exactly the same in nite list, since the -relation (a : b )jn +1 = a : (b jn ) holds between them. I.e., [ ]jn +1 = [] Lemma 18 S = lim Sn = lim sn = s. so that the long restriction of a short list is the list itself, and a proper restriction of a list is an initial Now consider the images n under  (25) of the Sn : segment terminating with ?. That is: 23



(35) lists with particular ratios of the inclusion rates; two to one, three to two, four to one, etc. The As the images of increasing lists under a mono- merge function described in the present paper is the tonic increasing map, these are an increasing se- one to one case in this range of possibilities. Usquence of sets, and we prove below that they are ing weighted merges allows one to state preferences subsets of the increasing sequence n de ned in (29). about the ordering of the lists which come out of the That is: enumerations, and this is useful for decompilation, where one certainly wishes to ensure that the interLemma 19 n  n (36) esting source codes come out high in the list order, Proof: By induction. First, 0 is the image under followed at a distance by the uninteresting codes. Stochastic merging is also possible, so long as  of S0 = ?, and is therefore the empty set, f g. So 0 = 0 = f g. In general, n +1 is the image A $merge B still commences with the rst element of of Sn +1 = Aj2n $merge B (Sn )j2n ;1 , and therefore list A, and aords the same possibilities as weighted n +1 contains the rst 2n elements (possibly count- deterministic merging, but the theory has not been ing some repeated to match up with the appearances explored by the authors. in A) of  and the rst 2n ; 1 in (n ). By induction, n  n , so (n )  (n ) and hence n +1 is a subset of fa1 ; . . . ; a2n g [ (n ), which in turn is a subset of  [ (n ) = n +1 , as required. It is straightforward to translate an attribute gramLemma 20  = . mar description into functional programming code which enumerates the valid terms of the grammar. Proof:  is a subset of the increasing limit One reads the divider `j' between alternates in the n[ =1 grammar as the separator in a list comprehension, = n the grammar generators as list generators in the n =0 comprehension, and line-feeds as merges between because fa1 ; . . . ; a2n g is a subset of n . But n = list expressions. The `::=' sign which signals the  Sn , and, taking limits,  =  S, and therefore  = grammar de nition translates to the equality sign  s, where s = A $merge B s. Since  is in nite, so signifying a certain xed point calculation of lists. is s, and so is B s. Therefore the merge is calculated Likewise, the translation to logic programming code rather simply, just by interleaving the elements of A can be carried through, and the resulting code also and B s alternately. Thus the image  s is the union functions as an enumerator for the intended gramof the two sets  A =  and (B s ) = ( s )  . mar, but problems of strictness and reversibility Thus  =  s is closed under the application of . combine to prevent the method from being comBut  is the least solution in sets of the equation pletely automatizable. Whilst the functional programming translation is  =  [ (), and hence   . But by the lemma ecient and automatic, it is not immune from conabove,  lies beneath  in the subset order, so  = . siderations of strictness and termination. The enuThat completes the proof of Proposition 15, at meration is only guaranteed not to hang at some least for the case of A in nite. The same proof goes point if certain conditions are met, the most importhrough with modi cations when the size of A is tant being that secondary inherited attributes (sec nite but nonempty. The proof presented here is ondary list generators, after translation) must come the simpler of the two because there is no need to from domains which are non-empty in nitely often as the primary attribute is varied. keep count of the number of elements in n . An even `nicer' theorem, however, would claim It is impossible to distinguish algorithmically that any in nite solution s of s = A $merge B (s ) ahead of time between grammars for which the techwould necessarily be an exhaustive enumeration of nique will work and those for which it will not, but  [ ( [ (. . .)) { provided that preserved or in- a general positive criterion has been provided. Trivcreased nite sizes, of course. If B or were not ially, all syntactically nite grammars (those withstrictly increasing, then it might be that the enu- out recursions) will give rise to terminating enumerations. meration halts when s1  s2 but B s1 = B s2 . The technique presented here can be modi ed by The technique has been exploited in order to genthe use of alternative merge functionalities. In par- erate a decompiler for a small occam-like language. ticular, one may introduce weighted merges of two It has been possible to read the compiler speci can =  Sn



5 Summary
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tion as a grammar parametrized by an object code. [9] P. Deransart and J. Maluszynski, Relating Logic Programs and Attribute Grammars, Journal of This grammar gives rise to a enumerating decomLogic Programming 3(2), 125{163, 1987. piler which lists precisely all the possible source codes which compile to the given object code, and [10] A.J. Field and P.G. Harrison, Functional Programming, Addison-Wesley, 1988. that fact has been formally proved.
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A Appendices



Using the functions described above, the translation from the simple attribute grammar in (2) to the functional code in (4) can be given as in Figure 22a and 22b. ::= name \ ::= " body j name NAME; body BODY ::= clause \nn" body j clause CLAUSE; body \nn" j CLAUSE ::= expr \j" gens j expr EXPR; gens GENS ::= gen \; " gens j gen GEN; gens



FUNCLANG is the grammar of the target functional language. The environment  is a function of type NAME ! NAME which renames Data Type and constructor names to meet the lexical requirements of FUNCLANG, and it is extended to a substitution function of type EXPR ! EXPR and GENS ! GENS.



DT



j



BODY



Figure 22b: Obtaining functional code for an enumeration from a simple attribute grammar.



BODY



So, for example, the simple grammar



GENS



int



GENS



NAME, EXPR and GEN come from a functional language with list comprehensions. NAME  EXPR and GENs are either EXPRs of Boolean type, or of the form `name list', where list is a EXPR of list type, and therefore may be a DT name. The empty GEN is always replaced by the True test.



::=



Zero Pos n Neg n



j j j



n n



[1 . . . ] [1 . . . ]



gets translated to the functional code: int



Figure 22a: The grammar describing simple grammar descriptions. In Figure 22a the grammar DT of the simple grammars is formally described, and in Figure 22b the transformation E [[ ]] into the generic recursionequation style functional programming language FUNCLANG is shown. This is the general transformation. It is assumed (WLOG?) that FUNCLANG has list comprehensions, and that it denotes interleaving of multiple list generators with the `jj' symbol, interpreting it by a function as fair, or as foul, as diag2. The translation replaces the `::=' sign of the grammar description with the `=' sign appropriate to a recursion equation. The newline symbols which separate grammar clauses are replaced by the `$merge' operator between list expressions, constructed by placing list delimiters `[' and `]' around



=



[Zero [Pos n [Neg n



jj True] $merge jj n [1 . . . ]] $merge j n [1 . . . ]]



and it may be veri ed that the transformation indeed turns the grammar description in Figure 2 into the functional programming code in Figure 4. It so happens that the latter enumerates all the elements of the grammar, but this is not the case in all circumstances, as the next sections show.



A.2 Enumerating types instead of grammars



The operator E [[ ]], which produces the speci cation of a list from the speci cation of a free type has been de ned in Figure 22b, but this list enumerates the grammar and not the type. For completeness, the enumeration of the type (the domain whose completely de ned elements are the grammar elements) is given here, The following will be true:
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Proposition 21 If T is a type speci cation, that



a1 : . . . : an : [ ]; a1 : . . . : an : ? is, a script, then ETYPE [[T ]] is the script for a functional speci cation of an object of type [ ], where  both to be n , then: is the type speci ed by T : ETYPE[[T ]] :: [ ] (37) Proposition 22 (a) if a occurs at index < n in A and length B > n Proof: By induction on the complexity of T through then a occurs at index < 2n in A $merge B. the de nition given below.



Variables and names encountered in the de nition (such as source code which will have to be treated specially by E [[ ]] are recorded in an environment  which becomes an additional argument to it. Thus ETYPE [[ ]] above is shorthand for ETYPE[[ ]][ ].



(b) if b occurs at index < n in B and length A > n then b occurs at index < 2n in A $merge B.



ETYPE[ v ::= T ]] = \v 0 = " ETYPE[ T ]]((v ; v 0 )  ) v 2= dom  & v 0 2= ran 



(c) if a occurs at index < n in A and length A > 2n and b occurs at index < n in B and length B > 2n then (a; b) occurs at index < 2n in diag2(A; B).



These qualities place computable bounds on the distance into merged or interleaved lists which one has to look for the elements one expects, and also place computed lower bounds on how long the lists have to be for the search not to hang.



ETYPE[ T1 j . .. j Tn ]  = ETYPE[[T1]] \$merge" ... \$merge" ETYPE[[Tn ]] ETYPE[[Foo T1 . . . Tn ]  = \[ Foo x1 . .. xn jj " \x1 "ETYPE[[T1 ]]\;" .. . \xn "ETYPE[[Tn ]]\]" ETYPE[[(T1; . .. ; Tn )]] = \? : [(x1 ; . . . ; xn ) jj " \x1 "ETYPE[ T1]]\;" ... \xn "ETYPE[[Tn ] \]" ETYPE[ A]  = A0 ; A is atomic, A0 its enumeration v 0 ; (v ; v 0 ) 2  & A is v . ETYPE[ [T ]]  = \lists of (" ETYPE[ T ]  \)" \where lists of x = ? : [ ] : [(x1 :xs ) jj x1 x ; xs lists of x ]" ETYPE[[T1 ! T2 ]  = \fns of ("ETYPE[[T1 ] \; "ETYPE[[T2 ] \)" \where fns of (x ; y ) = ? : [(x1 ; y1 )  f jj x1 x ; y1 y ; f fns of (x ; y ) ]"



The interpretation places ? in the enumeration lists where necessary. But constructors (`Foo') are treated as strict here, so, exceptionally, ? is not added to the enumeration list generated for userde ned constructs. The function symbol `' is overloaded to denote both overwriting of functions and overwriting into lists.



A.3 Fairness



We describe the property of fairness which we assert to pertain to the merge and diag2 functions used in this paper. De ne the length of lists 27
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